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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this dissertation all fields are of characteristic 
p a prime number, when we are studying the properties of a 
field L relative to a subfield K, we will use the symbol 
L I K. 
LIK is called a separable extension it and only if L!K 
preserves p-independence. This property is equivalent to 
L 0 being a field. 
K 
If L is any field extension of K, then there is a 
not necessarily unique intermediate field FlK, which is 
separableJ such that if B is a relative p-base for FIK, 
then FIK(B) is separable and relatively perfect, and LIF 
is purely inseparable [1]. In the tower L P F pK(B) 2 K, 
the most difficult structure occurs between F and K(B) 
when F is transcendental. This dissertation will deal 
mainly with the structure of L over F. 
In 19^9 Gunter Pickert [7] published an extensive paper 
on inseparable field extensions. One of his principal 
theorems on finite degree extensions may be stated as 
follows: If F IK is purely inseparable of finite 
multiplicity m, then there is an ordering of the 
2 
generatorsJ namely that the following 
conditions hold for i = 1_. • • • _.m: 
i^ i^ "^ i ®i 
I. a^' = € K(a^^,''",a^^^), where = p and 
e. >0. 
1 
-1 
T -r P £. f \ j-o.. V 
ILL. >  • • -  >  C  .  1 — 2 — — m 
ConverselyJ if LIK is generated by the m elements 
satisfying the first two conditions above, then 
the exponents e^,•••,e^ are invariants of the extension. 
In 1950J Pickert [6] gave an improved proof of the above 
theorem using the invariant chain of fields. 
2 
L 2 K(L^) 2 K(LP ) 5 • • • • 
This chain was used by Dieudonne [1] to analyze general 
separable extensions and to improve investigations of 
Saunders MacLane [5]. 
Chapter II of this dissertation applies this chain with 
the only restriction on L and K being that they are of 
characteristic p. A very general set of numerical 
invariants is derived. 
In Chapter III we first apply the results of Chapter II 
to the case where LIK is purely inseparable and each field 
s s 
K{IF ) IK has an M.g.s. . As a consequence we derive 
noc only the known bounded exponent case (which is a 
generalization of Pickert's and is due to Hamann and Mordeson 
[3Û), but also certain unpublished unbounded cases due to 
Vinogradc and Mordsson. In acluiLion, we construct classes of 
fields of unbounded exponent to which the theory applies, 
generalize several finite exponent results and discuss the 
relation between relative p-bases and minimal generating 
sets. 
4 
II. RELATIVE CANONICAL CHAINS APPLIED 
TO ARBITRARY EXTENSIONS 
A. Preliminary Considerations 
LIK is called a purely inseparable extension if for 
every element a of L there is a least non-negative 
c 
integer such that ^ is in K. We will denote by 
the set of the elements of M raised to the p^-th 
power, where M is a subset of L. If there is a least 
e 
integer e such that L^ Ç K, LIK is said to be of finite 
exponent e. 
For an arbitrary extension LIK, if X is a subset of 
L such that for all x S X, x É 1?(X - x), where 
X - X = x\{x}j X is called p-independent (in L). If in 
addition, L = L^(X), X is called a p-base. If Y is a 
subset of L such that for all y € Y, y i K(L^) (Y - y), 
Y is called relatively p-independent (in LIK). If 
L = K(L^)(Y), then Y is called a relative p-base for LIK. 
A set M is said to be a minimal generating set or simply 
an m.g.s. for LIK if L = K(m) and for any m € M, 
m è K(M -m). It can be shown [9] that p-bases and relative 
p-bases for LIK always exist and the cardinalities of each 
5 
are invariants for LIK. 
we will use F(X,x) to denote the field obtained by 
the adjunction of the set X U {x} to a field F. If y is 
an element of L such that y € K(L^)(X,X) but 
y i K(L^)(X). then x € K(L^)(X,y). This critical property 
is called "the exchange property". The exchange property 
also holds as follows: if y is an element of L such that 
y c L^(X,x) but y ^ L^(x), then x 6 L^(x,y). We note 
that if y € K(X,x) but y i K(X), we can not conclude 
that X 6 K(X,y). 
We say that a set X generates FIG if F = G(X). A 
simple application of Zom's lemma shows that if X is a 
relatively p-independent set for LIK and X U Y generates 
LiK(L^), then there is a subset Y' of Y such that 
X U Y' is a relative p-base for LIK. This is true in 
particular when X = jÔ. 
For any extension LIK and a chain of subsets of 
M ^ 2) . . . 
O — 1 — 1 — 1+1 — 
1 i 
such that M? is a relative p-base for k(L^ )|K, we define 
the ordered set 
6 
?7(L1K1 = fM .M, 
.V ' • Q- d.' 
and call Y7(LLK) a relative canonical chain for LIK. 
From the ordered set "^(LIK) we define the ordered set 
{B,} where B. = M. ^ - M. for i = 1.2.3.. 
1 d 1 1-1 1 ' ''-
Wc denote this set by the symbol IK), and call this 
ordered set a "relative canonical system" for LIK. Given 
, the ordered set { !b^ 1 , 1 Eg 1, • • • } is called "the 
set of characters" of ^(?f,LlK). The number iB^l is 
called "the i-th character of 1K) More s imply the 
elements of the set of characters of ^(7J,LlK) are referred 
to as "the characters" (of '^(7/,l1k)). 
We define 
7n(LlK) = iTl(LlK) : TI(lIk) 
is a relative canonical chain for LIK}. 
Similarly for an extension LIK and a chain of sets 
2 ^2 — ^ 2 — ' ' ' such that for all i_, 
i i 
M? is an m.g.s. for K(L^ )1K, 
7 
we define the ordered set 
= ri(L!K) 
and call this ordered set a "total canonical chain" for 
lIk. Similarly we define 'g(7|^LiK) and call this set a 
"total canonical system" for LIK. The "total characters" 
are defined analogously. 
If every element of is a total canonical chain 
we say that ?^(LIK) is "total". If no element of TTI(L1K) 
is a total canonical chain we say that 7(1(^1 K) is "nil". 
In the event that some elements of IK) are total 
canonical chains and some are not, we say that 7?1(LIK) is 
"mixed". Finally, we define: 
7^(LlK) = {fi(LlK) I îi(LlK) 
is a total canonical chain}. 
Given any extension LIK a relative canonical chain always 
i i 
exists. For if M? is a relative p-base for k(L^ )1K 
i+1 i+1 
then M. generates K(L )1K and hence we can find a 
i+1 
subset M. - of M. such that M? , is a relative p-base 1+1 1 1+1 ^ 
i-fl 
for K(L^ ) 1K. 
The following propositions will be needed to prove our 
main theorems; 
Proposition 1. Suppose L = K(M) and LlK is purely-
inseparable. Then M is an m.g.s, for LIK if and only 
if M is a relative p-base for LIK [2]. 
Proposition 2. If LIK is of finite exponent e, then M 
is a relative p-base for LIK if and only if M is an 
m.g.s. for LIK [8]. 
Proposition 3. If B is a p-independent subset of L and 
C is a subset of L which is an m.g.s. for 
L^(b,C)1l^(b), then BUG is a p-base for L^(B,C) [8], 
Proposition 4. If BUG is a p-independent subset of L, 
1/ ^  
then for all i, i = 1,2,"BUG is a p-independent 
subset of L(G^/^ ) [7]. 
Proposition 5. If B is a relative p-base for LIK and 
G is a subset of K which is p-independent in L, and 
L^(G) = L^(K)j then BUG is a p-base for L. 
These propositions complete the preparation for 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is a converse for 
Theorem 1. 
B. The Relative Canonical Chain 
Theorem 1. Let LIK be an arbitrary extension of 
characteristic p. Then there exists a relative canonical 
chain IK) and its associated relative canonical system 
^(77,l1k) such that for i = 1,2,'-', the following 
i i+1 i i 
1.) £K{IF Where 
Bj € "^{71,L\K), j = 1,2,... . 
2.) If b€B^-B|, where ç b^, b has exponent 
i+1 
i over K(LP 
3.) The characters of ^(?/,LlK) are invariants 
of LIK. 
Proof. The existence of a relative canonical chain has 
i i-1 
already been established. We have K(L^ ) = K(K(L^ ))^, 
thus 
i i-1 i-1 i+1 i i 
K((K(LP )(B? )f = K(LP )(BP ,M^ ) 
„i+l i 
= K(L* )(M? ). 
10 
1 
Hence 1.) is established. M? , is p-independent in 
i 
K(L^ ); for assume the co^itrary. Then for some m, m € 
i i+1 i 
€ K^(L^ ) (m^. ^ - m)^ , which implies that 
i-1 i i-1 
m"" € K(L^ )(M,. - m)^ , contradicting the hypothesis 
i-1 i-1 VS  ^
that MF ^ is a relative p-base of K(L ). Now suppose 
i i 
that b; c B., b € (B. - B:). The set (M. , - b)^ U b^ 
1—1 ^1 i' ^ 1-1 ' 
is p-independent in K(L^ ), and thus by Proposition 4^ 
i i 
- b) U b^ is p-independent in K(L^ )(M^ ^ - b). 
i i+1 
Hence b^ $ K(L^ - b)^, so 
i-1 i+1 
b è k(L^ ) ^ - b). This last result, together 
with Part 1 of this Theorem, implies b has exponent i 
i+1 
over K(L^ ) Vl'^2^ * ' * ) ' 
CK(L^ = CK(LP ) )f = (K(LP ))P, an 
expression independent of the choice of M. Since I—-L 
i i-1 
K(L ) = (K(L^ ))^(K), we may select G', G' £ K, as an 
i i-1 
m.g.s. for K(L^ ) over (K(L^ )^. By Proposition 
i i 
U G' is a p-base for K(L^ ). G' is p-independent 
i 
in K(L^ ), so one may select G, G ' £ G Ç K, such that 
(K(L^ ))^(K) = (K(L^ with G p-independent in 
i i i 
K(L^ ). Since M? is a relative p-base for K(L^ ), 
i i 
Proposition 5 implies t h a t  GUM? is a p-base f or K(L^ ) 
Now 
i i i i 
K(L^ ) = (K(L^ - M.)P 
= (K(L^ )f{G',Kl )(B^ )  
i i 
= (K(L^ ))^(G',M^ )(G - G'). 
i i 
Hence B? and G - G' are m.g.s. of K(L^ ) over the 
i i i 
same base field, (K(L^ ))^(G',M? ), and since K(L^ ) is 
of exponent 1 over this base field. Proposition 2 implies 
i 
that Card(B? ) = Card(B^) = Card(G - G'). Since G - G' 
is chosen independently of (LIK), IB^I is an invariant 
of LIK. 
Theorem 2. Suppose LIK is a field extension of 
characteristic p. Suppose there are sets B^, i = 1,2,**•, 
i i+1 i i 
such that BJ Ç K(L^ ^ (®i+l'®i+2'" * ^ ' and 
L = K(L^)(B^jBg,•••). Suppose also that if B^ ç B^, and 
12 
b € (B^ - B^), then b has exponent i over 
•>•0.1 
/ P x 
K(L- ^ ^ * Then the sets = U B., 
^ i=k+l 
k  =  0 , 1 , 2 , a r e  s u c h  t h a t  i s  a  r e l a t i v e  p - b a s e  
k 
for K(L^ ) over K. The ordered set {B,,62,'"'} is a 
relative canonical systsir.. 
k k k+1 k 
Proof: K ( L ^  )  =  K ( K ( L ^ ) ( M ^ ) =  K ( L ^  ) ) .  If 
k+l k 
B n £ K(LP )(1^  ) 
for all n, k > n > j, then since 
j „j+i „j 
Bj £K(LP 
k k-j k+1 k k 
B? £KP (L^ 
k+1 k 
ck(L^ ). 
k k+1 k 
Since B^ £ K(L^ ) (m^ ), 
k+1 k k+1 k 
K(L^  ) («0 ' - )(M^  )-
13 
k k+1 k 
Hence K(L^ ) = K(L^ )(M^ ). 
k 
Now suppose that is not a relative p-base. Hence 
there is a b € r > k + 1, so that 
k k+1 ^k ^k 
b^ € K(L^ 1(Mf - b^ 1, with r chosen minimal with 
' • K 
V* o vs -f* 4- f-\ n  ^  ^*1» 4-* - NT—». -
— WW V» J/ « W W X>L 
k k+1 k k k k 
bP € K(L^ )(BP - 'Br+l-'B^g'"') 
upon taking p^ ^  ^  powers, we certainly have 
r-1 r r-1 r-1 r-1 r~l 
:F €K(L®')(B^ - '®?+l '®?+2 '•••) 
But 
K(L® ) = K(LP 
r-1 r+1 
so b^ Ç. k(L^ )(B^ - b,B^^^,'"'), contrary to the 
hypothesis of the theorem. 
k k+1 k k 
Hence, if b^ € K(L^  )(M^ - b^ ), there are 
non-empty finite subsets Bf" j'**,B* , of B. ,'-*,B. , 
^1 ^n ^1 ^n 
14 
respectively, where k + 1 < ij^ < • • • < i^ < r, such that 
k k+1 k k 
"K C V f r p y f 04-^ (L^  )(B|-
1 ^2 
k k k k 
.P T>P _ T,P 
'r+1/ BI '*R - B 
but 
V-UL 
b^ i K(L^ ){Bf^ - b*^ , , 
^1 ^2 
k k k k 
Bjp - tf ,2?^^,---). 
n 
By the interchange axiom. 
k k+1 k k k k k k 
€ K{LP )(BtP - b*P ,---,B»9 ,BP ,BP ,•••)• 
1 2 n 
k k+1 k k 
Hence b*^ € K(L^ ) - b*^ ). But b* € Bt and 
k 
i^ < r, contradicting the choice of r. Hence is a 
k 
P 
relative p-base of K(L ). 
Since the characters of ^(T^^LIK) are invariants of 
LIK, they will be referred to as the characters of LIK. 
15 
C. The Maximum Relatively Perfect Intermediate Field. 
If L' is a subfield of L such that L ^  L' 5 K, 
L' is called an intermediate field for lIk. If in 
addition L' = k(L'^}, L" is called a relatively perfect 
r 
intermediate field for LÎK. if for some integer r. K(L^ ) 
ic a relatively perfect intermediate field for LiK, then 
s r 
for any integer s, s > r, K(L^ ) = K(L^ ). In the event 
that this does not happen the field K = 0 K(L ) is a 
i=l 
natural field to study, if LIK is purely inseparable. In 
i 
this case if the set M? , which is a relative p-base for 
i i i 
K(L )1K, is also an m.g.s. for K(L^ )IK, then M? is 
i i 
also an m.g.s. for K(L )1K . In fact, since K ) 
^ ' 00 00 ^  ' 
i 
= K(L^ ), one could repeat the entire analysis with 
replacing K everywhere. 
If is not a relatively perfect intermediate field 
for LIK, one may consider the relative canonical chain for 
K^IK. An open question is whether there is any connection 
between the invariants of LIK and IK. In any case, 
these additional invariants do not characterize L within 
isomorphism or even lattice isomorphism, as the finte ^  -
16 
degree extensions show. 
Sines the analysis of L!K by relative canonical chains 
must end when a relatively perfect intermediate field is 
reached, it is of interest to know whether maximal 
intermediate fields exist. In fact we have the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 6. There is a maximum relatively perfect 
intermediate field for LIK. 
Proof: Let A = is a relatively perfect 
intermediate field for lIk}, and order A by inclusion. 
Let {Lq} be a chain in A. Then U{L^} is relatively 
P P 
perfect, for 
K(U[LP})P = K(U{L|}) 2 U{K(L|)} = U(LP}. 
Hence an application of Zorn's lemma gives a maximal 
element L^ of A. That L^ is actually a maximum 
element is obvious if one can show that the composite of two 
relatively perfect fielâs is relatively perfect. Let 
(L^jLg) denote the smallest subfield of L containing L^ 
and Lg. We say that (L^^L^) is the composite of L^ and 
17 
Lg in L. If L, and are relatively perfect 
intermediate fields then 
K((LI,LG)P) =K({IP,L|)) = (K{LP),K{L|)) = (L^.L^). 
e+l 
We note that K(L- ) = K(L' ) if and only if 
e 
18 
III. THE RELATIVE CANONICAL CHAIN APPLIED TO 
PURELY INSEPARABLE EXTENSIONS 
A. The Characterization and Invariants of a 
Total Canonical Chain. 
In the following theorems M. will denote the 
1 
appropriate member of a total canonical chain and 
EL(= ^ - M^) will denote the appropriate member of the 
associated total canonical system. 
Theorem 1. Suppose LIK is purely inseparable. If there 
exists a total canonical chain ^(KlL), then the sets 
of ^(^jLIK) satisfy the conditions: 
00 
1. U B. = M . 
i=l ^ ^ 
i i i 
2. B? S 
3. For all B.' c B.j if b € B. - B!, b has 
1 — 1  1 1  
exponent i over K(B^,B^^^,B^^g 
Proof; Since M. 3 M. , for all ij 1 — 1+1 
U B. = U (M. . - M.) = M. - N M.. 
i=i ^ i=i ^ ° i=i ^ 
19 
00 00 
But N M. = 0. For assume that x € H M.. Since L!K is 
i-1 i=l -
purely inseparable there is an integer e such that 
e e 
X € K, hence x $ for is an m.g.s. for 
e e e 
K(L )!K and x € M implies that , a \ / e e 
contradiction. This completes the proof of ,1, 
i-1 ^i-1 i-1 
By definition, K(L^ ) = K(y^ ^ ) = K(M? ^ ) and 
i i-1 
K(L^ ) = K(L^ )^. Hence 
1 i 
) .  
This completes the proof of 2. 
i ) 
1 
Proposition 1, Chapter II, implies that M? is a 
relative p-base for K(L^ )iK. Condition 5 of this theorem 
then follows from 2 of this theorem and condition 2 of 
Theorem 1 of Chapter li. 
It is clear the total characters are characters and are 
therefore invariants of LIK. 
Theorem 2. If LIK is purely inr.sparable and there exists 
a collection of disjoint sets i = 1,2,»•• of subsets 
such that 
20 
1. L = 
i i 
2.  ^  i = l,2,'" . 
3. For all B.' c B., if b € B. - B!, the exponent 
1 — 1  1 1  
of b over •••) is i. 
Then {B^,B^,***} is a total canonical system. 
k k 
Proof: we define = U K(L^ ) = K(M^ ), for 
k k 
if Ç K(M^ ) for all n, k > n > j, then since 
^ bP Ç K(BP^^.BP^2,-.-) Ç K{^). 
Since 
k k k k k 
B^ Ç K(M^ ), K(L^ ) = K(MG ) = K(M^ ). 
k k k 
Thus is an m.g.s. for K(L^ ) 1K if is a 
k k 
relative p-base for K(L^ )iK. But is a relative 
k 
p-base for K(L^ )IK by Theorem 2 of Chapter II. 
B. Existence of Total Canonical Chains 
Our first result is elementary. 
Proposition 1. If LIK is purely inseparable then 
21 
7î^(l1k) c 'j^(LlK). That is, every total canonical chain is 
relative canonical chain. 
r 
Proof: If LIK is purely inseparable clearly K(L^ )IK 
r 
purely inseparable, for any positive integer r. If 
r r 
is a relative p-base for K{L' )IK. 
The above proposition tells us where to search for 
m.g.s.'s for a purely inseparable extension LIK. 
The next proposition is immediately implied by 
proposition 2 of Chapter II. 
Proposition 2. If LIK is of finite exponent e then 
We note in passing that the proposition may be 
interpreted as implying the existence of a total canonical 
system whose elements satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 
of this chapter. The i-th character is the empty set if 
i > e. Theorem 2 of this chapter characterizes the total 
canonical systems. 
Proposition 3. If LLK is purely inseparable and (LIK) 
is a relative canonical chain such that is an m.g.s. 
7}((LLK) = TRÎ(LLK). %LLK) / JZ). 
22 
for LIK and the characters of LIK are all finite, then 
7|(l!k) is a total canonical chain. 
/ 
i i 
Proof: Suppose that M? is an m.g.s. for K(L^ )1K. 
Since I ' IS finite there is an integer such 
e. 
+.V-4- r>P B. ^ ^ K. Sxnce 
1+1 — 
K(lP ) = U 
when s > i, setting s > max. (e\ ^,i+l) gives 
i+1 s i+1 i+l 
KI-J ) = K(L-° ) ÇK(M?^^ ). 
Proposition 4. If LIK is purely inseparable and ']^(L|K) 
is a relative canonical chain such that is an m.g.s. 
for LIK and is of finite exponent over K(M^) then 
7^(L1K) is a total canonical chain. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 
If a € I is a collection of intermediate fields 
of lIk, n L denotes the smallest subfield of L which 
a€l ^  
contains U L . Similarly L * denotes the subfield 
aei o ^ 
25 
of L generated by and L^-
Theorem 3. Let LlK be purely inseparable, which is 
generated by a set of subfields {L^IK}, a € i, such that 
for all P, p € I, L is linearly disjoint from H L . 
^ a6l-6 o 
Suppose that for all a, L has the property that 
ûi 
i i 
M . is an m.g.s. for K(L^ )|K, with M . 3? M , 
a,x " ^ a ' ' a,i — a,i+l 
Then L has a total canonical chain • • • } . 
Proof; Define M. = U M 
1 aei 
L = n L = n K(M ) Ç K(M ) c L. 
u€l " a€l u 
Hence L = K(M-). We also have 
X 11 
K(L^ ) = K( n L = n K(L^ ) 
aSI ° a€I ° 
1 11 
= n K(M^ . ) c K(M? ) C K(L^ ) 
o€l 1 -
Hence 
1 11 
K(L^ ) = n K(M^ .) = K(M? ) 
24 
Now Mq is an m.g.s. for L over K. For assume 
in €  K(M - T O ) .  Therefore m € . for scins 13 € I, and 
^ o ' 
1= « K({Mg_„ -
%(%u 0 - u Ma g) 5 %(%% 0 " 
Sut this is a contradiction. For since m i K(M- - m) 
p ^ u 
one nas a linear basis B of K(M - m) over K and 
p ^ U p ^ u 
B ^ U {m} is therefore linearly independent over K, 
p ^ u 
i=n 
H L . But m-l = / V k.b.%.. so 
i=n 
m-l - y V b.k.7. =0, a non-trivial linear combination of 
linearly independent elements over the field H L . 
afl-p ^ 
i i 
Next we consider K(L^ ). K(Lp ) is linearly 
i 
disjoint from H K(L^ ) since L_ is linearly disjoint 
oei-p * 9 
from n L . The remainder of the proof is identical to 
a€I-p " 
the proof above. 
Suppose L'IK is an intermediate field of LIK. If 
every relatively p-independent subset of L'1K remains 
25 
relatively p-independent in LIK, we say LIK is a 
relative p-independence preserving extension of L'IK. 
Theorem 4. Suppose LIK is purely inseparable and 
{L^IK ; a € I3 is a chain of intermediate fields of LIK, 
each of which has the property that ever-/ L !x is of 
a 
fini Le exponent. Suppose that LIK is a relative 
p-i,ndependence preserving extension of L^lK for all 
a € I and fL^lK : a € l} is well-ordered by inclusion 
such that for all limiting ordinals v € I, U L = L . 
* Y 
and L = U L . Then L has a total canonical chain. 
a€l " 
Proof: If L c Ln, in particular when l is the 
a 3 P 
successor of L j if M is an m.g.s. for L IK. then 
a a a 
since M is a relative p-base for L , M is relatively 
a ^ a a 
p-independent in L_ and hence may be extended to a 
P 
relative p-base M„ for L„IK. Thus we have an m.g.s. 
P P 
for L_IK, with ML 3 M . 
P p pa
We define I' = I U v, where v > a for all a € I, 
if I has no last element, v is then a limiting ordinal 
if I has a last element [i, let v = la. We may define 
L = L . Let /f = is an m.g.s. for L 1 
V a a ^ a 
for a < p; if Y < 5, ^ c Let 6 be a limit 
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ordinal such that for all ^ there is a chain d 
P -• P 
<V . xi 
Let ..6'^ = : S < €]; partially ordered by natural 
c P;p 
inclusion. Let C be a maximal chain in with J 
J c 
indexing the chains L in the chain C.^, with a c J 
a, p J 
and J c I. Let J' - {a : a € I', a is an upper bound for 
j}. J' is non-empty and has a first element 5^ with 
o < €. (U C,) U (U U C,] is a Cfor L„ . If 6 ^ E, 
J J' o, p 0 
C_ u(p_ is a chain in cO" larger than C . it is clear 
J o, p c J 
C does not have a last element, since € is a limit 
J 
ordinal and if C had a last element, C could be 
J J 
enlarged. 
By transfinite induction, for all a € I', there is 
a corresponding G . In particular there is a G 
a,p v,p 
K(L^) is generated over K by M^, for M 6 6 \ 0/ a a v,p 
In the same manner as before, we may show there is a chain 
of subsets of (g such that Cis a chain of 
v,p v,p v,p 
m.g.s.'s for {^(L^) ; a € I'}. 
That the constructions in Theorem 3 and 4 give 
distinct classes of fields can be seen even in the finite 
degree case. There exists an example of a field with two 
generators which is not a tensor product. Let K = P(^jv), 
where P is a perfect field of characteristic p and 
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2 
L = . lIk is not a tensor product 
of two simple extensions of K. 
C. The Sandwich Theorem 
Theorem 5. Suppose L!K is of finite exponent, while M 
is an arbitrary extension of K. Then there is a total 
canonical chain 
(LiK) = 
with =0, and a total canonical chain 
with = ^3 such that S S ^  
j ^ j 
j € {0,1,''',r' - 1}, where 0 < < k_. + 1 < r. k_. ma^ 
equal k. for i ^ j, and k. > j. 
Proof: Let 0^ _ , , = {l ll is a subset of L such 
r-l,r'-l a a 
r-1 r-1 
that is relatively p-independent in K(L )1K and 
r'-l 
is relatively p-independent in M(M(L)) 1M}. 
d' is clearly an inductive set and hence there is a 
r—X, r — i. 
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maximal member, I , ,. Suppose that I , , _ is 
r-l,r'-l r-l,r -1 
r-1 r'-i 
not a relative p-base for either KL^ or M (ML) 
This is true if and only if there are elements a and c, 
both belonging to L, such that 
r-1 r r-1 
,P I R, R-R P \ \ P 
^ } ^ -^r-l^r'-1^ 
and 
r'-l r ' r'-l 
eP €M(ml)P • 
r'-l r' r'-l 
If either a^ è m(L^ )( r'-l^^ 
r-1 r r-1 
Ï K(LP , 
then either I ^ U a or I , _ U c is a member 
r—x^r —X r—±jr — j. 
of ^ larger than contradicting 
r'-l r' r'-l 
maximality. Hence a^ € M(L^ )(l^ ^ ^ and 
r-1 r r-1 
c^ € K(L^ )(I - , tI f  b i s  a  n o n - z e r o  
^ ^ r-1,r'-l' 
element of K, then 
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(a + bc)P { K(lf " 
and 
(a - bc)P Î M{ML)P (1^-1.r'-i)' 
r-1 
In any event, 1 r' 1 ^ relative p-base for 
r-1 r'-l 
K(L^ )1L or r'-l ^ relative p-base for 
r'-l 
M(M(L) )IM, or both. Next, let 
°^r-s,r'-t ' (ip : S =' -f relatively 
r-s r'-t 
p-independent in K(L^ ) and is relatively 
r'-t r-1 
p-independent in M(ML^ )}. If 1 r' 1 is a 
r—1 
relative p-base for K(L^ )lK, s = 1, while t is the 
smallest number such that B' , , ^ 4= jZ5. An analogous result 
r — t—J. 
holds in the other cases, in which either t = 1 and s is 
the smallest positive number such that B ' i or t 
r—s—1 
is the smallest positive number such that' B ^ i 25 and 
r-t-1 ^ 
s is the smallest number such that B' _ 4 0. By the 
r-s-1 *' 
same argument used above, , has a maximal element 
r—s,r —t 
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r-s 
I , , , such that either . is a relative p-bas« 
r-s,r'-t r-s.r -t ^ 
r-s r'-t 
for K(L^ )IK or , , is a relative o-base for 
^ ' r-s.r'-t 
r'-t 
M(M(L) )1M, or both. 
In this manner we may construct a chain of relative 
p-basss 
T  C T  C - - - r : T  
^r-l,r'-l ^r-s,r'-t 
with j > 0. It is easily demonstrated that any relative 
, u u 
p-base for M(M(L) )1M is relatively p-independent 
u 
in K(L^ )!K. This implies that the final element in the 
chain is an m.g.s. for M(L)1M, and that > j for 
all j, which completes the proof. 
With L and M as in Theorem the cardinality of 
an m.g.s. for M(L)1M is not greater than that for LIK. 
This remark generalizes the finite degree case, as given in 
Pickert [ 7 ] .  
D. Relative p-lndependence Preserving 
Extensions and Minimal Generating Sets 
The following propositions are modest generalizations 
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of Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 of Chapter II. 
proposition 5. If B is a relatively p-independent subset 
of LIK and C is an m.g.s. for K(L^)(B,C)IK(L^)(B), 
then B U C is a relatively p-independent subset of LIK. 
proposition 6. if BUG is relatively p-independent in 
LIK, then for all i_, i = 1,2,B U  i s  a  
1/ i 
relatively p-independent subset of L(C )IK. 
Theorem 6. Let LIK and MIK be purely inseparable with 
L ZI M. Then an m.g.s. B for MIK may be extended to an 
m.g.s. B U C for LIK if and only if B remains 
relatively p-independent in L and LIM has an m.g.s.. 
Proof: Let B be an m.g.s. for M!K and hence a 
relative p-base for MIK. Let C be an m.g.s. for LIM 
and let us suppose that LIK is a relative p-independence 
preserving extension of MIK. L = M(C) = L^(M)(C) with C 
an m.g.s. for L1L^(M). M = K(B) =K(M^)(B); B is 
relatively p-independent in LIK and since C is an m.g.s. 
for L^(M) (C) IL^(M) and K(L^) (B) =L^(M), C is an m.g.s. 
f o r  K ( L ^ ) ( B , C ) I K ( L ^ ) ( B ) .  P r o p o s i t i o n  5  i m p l i e s  t h a t  B U G  
is a relative p-base for LIK and since 
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L = M(C) = K(B)(C) = K(B,C), B U C is an m.g.s. for 
LiK. 
Let us suppose that an ni.g.s. B for MIK may be 
extended to an m.g.s. D = B U C for L!K. D is 
relatively p-independent in L!K, hence B is relatively 
p-independent in LIK. L = K(B,C) = K(B)(C). If C S C, 
c E K(B,C - c) - K(B)(C - C) = M,(C - c). Thus C is an 
m.g.s. for LIM. 
Theorem 7. Suppose L = M(x) is a purely inseparable 
extension of K, where M = K(B), with B an m.g.s. for 
MIK. Then LIK has an m.g.s.. 
proof: Let e be the exponent of x over M. If 
e e 
x^ à K(M^), X^ is a relatively p-independent subset of 
M. Since B is a relative p-base for M, by the exchange 
property there is an element b, b e B, such that 
e 
B - b U x^ is a relative p-base for M. We have, by 
Proposition 6, that (B - b) U x is relatively p-independent 
in K(M^)(B - BJX) = M(X) = L. Let t be the exponent of 
p 
b over K. Then L = K(L^)(B - b,x) = K(L^ )(B - b,x). 
t t t t t t t 
But L^ = (B - b)^ (b^ ,x^ ) c K(B - b)^ (x^ ), so 
L = K(B - b,x). Hence (B - b) U x is an m.g.s. for 
X) 
lIK. 
e 
On the other hand, supposa c K{l'P). We will 
first assume that e = 1. The desired m.g.s. will be 
S U X. L = K(B,x), so our proof will reduce to showing 
that B 'J X is relatively p-independent in LiK. 
If X E K(L^)(E U X - x), 
X e K(M^)(X^)(B) = K(M^)(B,X^) = M(X^) = M, 
a contradiction. 
We next suppose that b e K(L^) (3 - b,x). But 
b à K(L^)(B - b), for K(L^)(B - b) = KfM^)(x^,B - b) = 
= K(M^)(B - b). By the exchange property, x E K(L^)(B). 
But K(L^) (B) = K(M,^)(X^,B) = M. This is a contradiction. 
Hence, B U x is relatively p-independent in lIK. 
We now suppose that the theorem is true whenever an 
element y has exponent e over M, with e = k. Suppose 
that X has exponent e = k + 1 over M. Then y = x^ 
has exponent e = k over M, and thus M(y) has an m.g.s. 
B' over K; But X has exponent 1 over M(y), and so 
M(X)1K has an m.g.s.. 
Corollary 1. If LIK is a finite degree purely inseparable 
extension of MiK, where MIK has an m.g.s., then LIK 
has an m,g.s.» 
Corollary 2. If LiK is purely inseparable and is a 
finite degree extension of MiK, and mIk has an m.g.s., 
then the cardinality of a for L!K is greater 
than or equal to the cardinality of an ra.g.s. for MIK. 
This corollary, stated for LIK of finite degree, 
appears in [?], where it is proved in an entirely 
different manner. 
It is clear that if MIK is of finite exponent, every 
relative p-base for MIK is an m.g.s.. The converse is 
unknown; that is, if M!K is a purely inseparable extension 
such that every relative p-base is a m.g.s., is MlK of 
finite exponent? If this converse were true, the following 
theorem would be of no consequence, for it would hold 
automatically. 
Theorem 8. Suppose that MIK is purely inseparable, with 
the property that every relative p-base is an m.g.s.. If 
lIK is an extension of mIk, of exponent 1 over M, 
then LIK has an m.g.s. provided that MIK does. 
Proof: Let L = M(X) , with X an m.g.s. for LIM. We 
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will partition X into 2 disjoint subsets, X' and Y, so 
that X = X' U Yj and Xis a maximal relatively 
n 
p-independent subset of X^ in MiK. Thus 
Y^ c K(m^)(X'^), If B is a relative p-base for MiK, 
since M = K(M^) , there is a set B'j, B ' c B, such 
that X"^ U B' is a relative p-base for M!K r^.d thus 
X'^ U B' is an m.g.s. for mIk. By Proposition 6 
X' U B' is a relative p-base for M(X'). Since 
M = K(X'P,B'), M(X') = K(X'^,B')(X') = K(X',B'). Hence 
X' U B' is an m.g.s. for M(X')IK. 
L = M(X',Y) = K(B',X',Y), so if B' U X' U Y is relatively 
p-independent for LIK, B' UX' UY is an m.g.s. for 
LIK. Set C = B' U X'. Suppose that for y e Y, 
y e K[M(X' U Y)]P[C,Y - y], 
which is contained in M(X',Y - y), a contradiction. We 
suppose next that c e C and 
c E K[M(X' U Y)]^(C - c,Y). 
But c è K[M(X' U Y)]^(C - c), for 
5Ô 
K[M(X' U Y)]^(C - C) C K(M^)(X'^)(C - C) = K[M(X')]^(C - c), 
and C is an m.g.s. for M(x')iK. Hence there is a 
finite non-empty set ç y, such that 
c e K(L^)(C - c,Yq), but c è k(l^)(c - c,Yq - Y^), which 
implies that 
YG E K[M(X' U Y)]P[C/YG - YG], 
so y. £ m(X',Yq - Yq )} a contradiction. Thus 
X!JB'=X'UYUB' is a relative p-base for LIK and 
hence an m.g.s. for LIK. 
A rather simple criterion in which a relative p-base 
is not an m.g.s. is given by the following proposition. 
Proposition 7 .  For some relative p-base B of lIk, 
L 4= K(B) if and only if there exists an intermediate field 
M IK, L 4= Mj such that L is relatively perfect over M; 
that iSj L = M(L^). 
Proof: Suppose B is a relative p-base for LiK, but B 
is not an m.g.s.. It is obvious that L is relatively 
perfect over K(B). 
On the other hand, let MIK be an intermediate field 
of LiK such that L =, M(L^). If B is any set such that 
M = K(B), clearly L = K(L'^) (B) , Hence there is a subset 
B' of B such that 3' is a relative p-base for LiK, 
but since L i L 4= K(B'), 
The following proposition gives the connection between 
derivations and relative p-independence preserving 
extensions, 
Proposition 8. If LIK is an extension of MLK and LIK 
is a purely inseparable extension, then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
a. Every relative derivation of MIK into LIK can 
be extended to a relative derivation of LIK into LIK. 
b. LIX is a relative p-independence preserving 
extension of MIK. 
c. The elements of any relative p-base remain 
relatively p-independent in LIK. 
d. There is a relative p-base of MIK which remains 
relatively p-independent in LlK. 
Proof: The equivalence of a and c is proved in Jacobson 
[4]. 
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clearly, condition b implies both condition c and 
CCnd "i 1" "i nn H wh i 1 <=> r*r\nr^ t -f- t on r* n m-r-N 1 i* oc ^ ^ 
r ; easy generalization of Theorem 7 in. [3] shows that 
condition d implies condition b. 
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IV. EXAMPLE 
Our example is that of a purely inseparable extension 
lIK for which "T^lIk) is mixed. Let K = P(x^ ^ x^, • • • ), 
where P is a perfect field of characteristic p a prime 
and are indeterminants. Let 
—1 —2 
L = K{x^ ,x| 
^—1 ^—2 
It is clear that = {x^ j'**} is an m.g.s. 
—i—1 —i—2 
for LIKj while M. = {x? . , —} is such that 
1 1+1 1+2 
i i 
M? is an m.g.s. for K(L^ )!K. 
On the other hand 
—1 —2 "3 
MQ = ((^iXg)^ ,(XgX^)^ ,(x^x^yP ,•••} 
is a relative p-base for LIK which is not an m.g.s. for 
—1 
LIK. For if X^ E K(Mq), there is a natural number n 
for which 
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and so 
p-1 p-2 -n sP 
'l=n=n+i;- ; 
-1 -1 -1 
2K(xP ,xP 
a contradiction on the cardinalities of m.g.s.'s. 
In a similar fashion it is easily demonstrated that 
-i-1 -i-2 
is a set such that is a relative p-basa for 
i i 
K(L )IK but not an m.g.s. for K(L^ )1K. Thus 
• • •} is a relative canonical chain which is not a 
total canonical chain. 
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